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BACKGROUND

1.

The Mclowd Community has now reached the point where we have a growing body of active
practitioner users who are (collectively) managing hundreds of client Funds on the Platform, including:
•

Generation of the year-end Reports Pack

•

Lodgement

•

Online collaboration with clients and other third parties (eg auditors)

However while these smaller practices have been the backbone of the Practitioner segment of the
Community to date, the engagement of larger firms in 2019 will be essential to:
•

Raising the bar in terms of the underlying technology

•

Driving the revenue which will fund ongoing investment
INTRODUCTION

2.

These notes have been prepared by way of background for those Team Members and stakeholders
th
th
who will be participating in the 2019 Kick Off, to be held in Sydney from the 12 – 15 of February
(inclusive).
It has been designed as a summary of the proposed content of each session, and to elicit feedback
from attendees / stakeholders.
2018 DELIVERABLES

3.

In contrast to previous years, the vast majority of the key targets from the 2018 Kick Off have been
successfully delivered, including:
•

Pensions / interim entries logic

•

Ingestion of managed fund data from Morningstar

•

Development of the back-end infrastructure required to support:
o

Mapping of the general ledger to SMSFAR and Reports

o

Editability of the chart of accounts

•

Year end Reports Pack

•

Practitioner billing model

•

Improvements to the financial periods page

•

Migration to AWS Sydney region

•

Establishment of the AWS machine learning environment

This is in large part due to:
•

The funding that was provided by key practitioner stakeholders in 2017

•

Maintenance of high quality workflow throughout the year

In addition hundreds of smaller improvements have been made as a consequence of the engagement
from thousands of active users. (Over 300 individual Github tickets were closed during the year).
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The achievements of 2018 have now laid the foundation for Mclowd to accelerate:
•

Product development

•

Funding (P&L and balance sheet as applicable)

while constantly reinforcing the unique, capital-light governance structure that will drive Mclowd to a
dominant position in the SMSF sector.
GOALS

4.

The goals of the 2019 Kick Off are to:
•

Identify, define and prioritise key WIP targets

•

Agree on assignation and workflow

•

Drive P&L funding via multi-year licence agreements with large SMSF administration firms
(based on the cost savings set out in the online calculator)
METHODOLOGY

5.

The prioritisation of WIP will be based on input from those high volume users who are planning to
migrate their operations to Mclowd from 1 July 2019.
To the extent they are not actively using Mclowd to manage client Funds now, it is critical that these
stakeholders:
•

Thoroughly test the system in advance of the Kick Off

•

Map their feedback to the content of this summary document

•

Identify residual targets that they wish to be tabled for discussion (along with guidance as to
minimum timelines for delivery)

•

Give consideration to what contributions (monetary or otherwise) they are prepared to make
to help achieve these outcomes
WIP TARGETS FOR DISCUSSION

6.

The following targets have been identified, and are described in more detail in the following sections:
•

Centralised Transactions Screen 2.X

•

Year end simplification

•

ECPI upgrade

•

Property Upgrade:

•

o

GL accounts

o

Reporting

Asset taxonomy:
o

Improved leverage of Morningstar managed fund data

o

Improved support for alternative assets

o

Application of ISO10962 (regarding the classification of financial instruments)
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•

Rounding methodology upgrade

•

Expansion of the use of machine learning models

•

Reports:
o

Residual laravel migrations (ie of existing Reports)

o

Additional reports

o

Further improvements to the Reports Pack (in order to deliver functional replication
with Class)

•

Editability of the chart of accounts

•

Lodgement 3.0 (ie API integration with LodgeIT)

•

Migration to monthly / usage-based billing for practitioners

•

UI refresh

•

Open banking
CENTRALISED TRANSACTIONS SCREEN

7.

Prior to the Kick Off Mclowd will release version 2.0 of the Centralised Transaction Screen.
As per the following screen shot, the first iteration involves a tabular interface for the suspense
allocations screen, reflecting the workflow of key stakeholders - including Paul Fox from Super
Factory.
The screen will support:
•

In-table editing for nominated fields / columns

•

Context-appropriate modals where further details are required

•

Allocation of transactions by account code first (instead of asset)

•

Keyboard navigation
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By mid-February Jade will already be working on (or have delivered) subsequent versions, including
the ability to:
•

Create new transactions

•

Split transactions (e.g. contribution from two members received in a single deposit)

•

Bulk code multiple transactions (e.g. multiple interest payments to the same account)

•

Edit transactions within the screen

•

Direct code in screen for double entry

•

Create allocation rules

•

Re-enable support for GST

The CTS session will involve a discussion as to:
•

Definition / quantum of work (for the residual targets)

•

Resourcing / timelines

•

How these targets should be prioritised

•

Inter-relationship with the deployment of machine learning models
YEAR END SIMPLIFICATION

8.

Feedback from active users continues to remind us that the usability of the year end process is very
poor relative to incumbents. (In its current interface users are required to navigate through as many
as eleven screens).
Instead it is proposed to create a summary processing screen in which users will be able to:
•

Accept all the Year End defaults

•

Trigger all the Year End allocations

while variables such as the actuarial certificate percentage and member allocations will be accessible
/ editable on the same screen.
Product Manager Graeme McGuire will run this session and prepare a detailed specification for
distribution in advance.
Note – given the impact which this is having on active users, consideration will be given to delivering
an MVP solution here, in advance of a further upgrade, which will include:

9.

•

The ECPI changes below

•

Integration of the actuarial certificate workflow
ECPI

Mclowd has yet to deliver support for the ECPI changes which came into force for the FY18 financial
year.
This is obviously a significant gap in terms of coverage / functionality. Delivery against this target is
critical to widespread adoption amongst practitioners (regardless of size).
Team Member Bryan Stephens will run this session, with the involvement of relevant Product
Partners.
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PROPERTY UPGRADE

10.

While feedback regarding property as an asset class has been generally positive, there are a number
of areas which require attention:
•

Additional GL accounts

•

Upgrade to the Property Expenses Report

•

Improved architecture re setting up a property asset

Team Member Rea Ceynas will run this session.
ASSET TAXONOMY

11.

Data feeds from the ASX and Morningstar provide a firm foundation in terms of end-of-day pricing, but
there continue to be gaps in:
•

How this data is made available / used in the interface

•

Report outcomes (such as the Dividend / Distribution Comparison Report)

•

How Mclowd handles alternative assets (including the ability to create custom assets at a
Fund / Firm level)

In addition, it has been proposed that Mclowd adopt the new CFI standard, as part of a complete
refresh of the underlying asset taxonomy.
Bryan will run these sessions (split across early morning and late afternoon so that Michael can
attend online), with a view to delivering the following outcomes through to 30 June.
Function

Details
Managed fund daily valuation

Holdings

Managed fund 30 June valuation
Expected vs paid dividends

Reports

Transaction matching

Expected vs paid distributions
1

Dividends received to bank statement
Distributions received to bank statement
Managed fund asset allocation

Asset Maintenance

New physical asset classes
New unlisted assets as Practice and Fund level

Investment strategy

Create investment strategy and compare to asset allocation

1

This will be delivered via machine learning rather than substantive coding.
Commercial-in-confidence
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DELIVERING AUTOMATION BASED ON MACHINE LEARNING

12.

As per the following screen shot, Mclowd has now created an ‘endpoint’ inside Sagemaker (the AWS
machine learning environment).

This is a critical milestone, because it is now possible to direct this model at transactional data as it is
being ingested into the database (manually or via automated feed).
While this first implementation of AI is focused on simple ‘credit interest’ transactions:
•

It is highly scalable

•

The efficacy of the model will improve as it is exposed to more data

I will be running the AI session, which will focus on:
•

Extension of the binary classification model to cover (in the first instance):
o

Residential rent

o

Contributions

•

Integration of the ML workflow / functionality into the Transactions Screen upgrade

•

Data matching:

•

o

Dividends

o

Distributions

The medium term goals for AI:
o

Automation of technical support

o

Recommendation engine for the Marketplace

o

Internal accounting workflow

REPORTS

13.

Reporting was one of the areas where Mclowd has made substantial progress during the year.
However it is also an area with significant opportunity for improvement as follows:
•

Finish laravel migration of existing Reports:
o

Investment movement

o

Investment holding

o

CGT schedule

o

Losses schedule

Commercial-in-confidence
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•

•

Creation of new Reports:
o

Statement of Taxable Income

o

Dividend / Distribution Comparison Report

o

Audit Report

o

Investment performance

o

Annual return (subject to LodgeIT integration 3.0)

o

Tax accounting reconciliation

Further upgrade to the Reports Pack:
o

Mapping notes to the accounts to individual Reports

o

Electronic lodgement declaration

COA EDITABILITY

14.

During the course of 2018 Mclowd invested heavily in repayment of technical debt regarding the backend infrastructure required to map the chart of accounts to:
•

SMSFAR

•

Individual Reports

This had benefits in terms of development workflow, but the functionality is not yet at a point where it
could be exposed in the interface (so that individual users can customise the COA to their Fund / Firm
profile).
Team Member Jade Edward will run this session.
LODGEMENT

15.

Larger firms will need to be confident that Mclowd and LodgeIT can deliver API integration for FY20
year end, as the current workflow (which involves downloading an xml file from Mclowd for import to
LodgeIT) is not appropriate for high-volume usage.
Product Partner Andrew Noble will be running this session, which will go over:
•

Deliverables

•

Timelines
PRACTITIONER BILLING

16.

While the current product architecture / billing model is working well for thousands of Trustee users,
Mclowd needs to move away from the current methodology for Practitioners.
From 1 July 2019 Mclowd will migrate to a monthly usage-based model, where multi-Fund users will
be charged for the pro-rata usage of the software and data feeds.
This will correspond with a move away from accruals accounting for revenue, which will:
•

Simplify the current month-end workflow

•

Lay the foundation for the ultimate goal, which is end-to-end automation of revenue
accounting
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UI REFRESH

17.

As per the following screen shot, new interface designs have been available for some time.

What is required is engagement from high-volume Practitioner users, so as to drive the P&L (or
balance sheet) funding required to deliver against this target.
OPEN BANKING

18.

The failure of the Federal Government to pass the relevant legislation in the most recent
Parliamentary sitting means that the Open Banking regime is unlikely to be launched on 1 July 2019.
Nonetheless time will be allotted to a discussion of the likely API and certification requirements.
LONG TERM TRENDS

19.

Time will also be allocated to discussion of some of the longer term trends that are likely to present
either threat or opportunity to Mclowd:
•

Open API

•

XBRL

•

Blockchain
GITHUB REVIEW

20.

Mclowd has more than 300 open tickets in Github. If time permits, a review will be undertaken to
eliminate:
•

Duplicates

•

Tickets that can otherwise be closed
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21.

CONCLUSION

The following table illustrates the delta (as to capital intensity) between Mclowd and Class Limited.
Class

Mclowd

Delta

$25M

$1.5m

95%

This one metric provides a simple proxy for the fundamentally different governance structure that
Mclowd has put in place.
Along with this governance / capital structure, Mclowd has an operating model that has to date
required neither an office nor full time staff. (However it is acknowledged that such will be required as
the Community grows / revenues permit).
Either way this has in turn supported a commercialisation model which generates 70-90% per-unit
costs savings for SMSF professionals / admin firms.

The Mclowd 2019 Kick Off is about delivering functional replication with incumbent vendors, so as to
realise these indicative savings.
However achieving that outcome in the quickest possible timeframe requires the active involvement of
the Practitioner segment of the Community.
The Kick Off Meeting has been designed to provide the framework for that engagement.
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